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AGENDA
Focus today is on technology in the EAL/D space - what is working - what is an 
ongoing challenge - I want you to walk away with some solutions or some new 
things to try in your classroom.

Answergarden

Current education landscape

What is a High Possibility Classroom?

Where does it come from; research in NSW teachers’ classrooms

How can I use it? What am I already doing?

After morning tea - The Pitch - over to you

Close: Questions and Postcards





Here is what you said …..



LINK

https://theconversation.com/what-would-a-21st-century-education-look-like-under-pm-turnbull-47844


In December 
2018 we heard 
from 
Australia’s Chief 
Scientist 
and 
so the 
decline
in student 
learning
continues 
in 2019 ...



        LINK

"Rigorous core knowledge ... provides a strong basis for 
future learning and helps students to develop 
progressively sophisticated ways of thinking and doing 
in a discipline," it said.

"The challenge for students is to actually undertake high 
quality thinking in the context of specific information 
and challenges."

The department also called for a plain-language guide to 
the curriculum to demystify it for parents and students. 
"The curriculum should provide the whole community 
with a clear, accessible understanding of what students 
should know."

https://bluyonder.wordpress.com/




This work features EAL/D contexts
 in NSW public schools.







HOW DO EXEMPLARY 

TEACHERS’ CONCEPTUALISE 

THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF 

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION?





GABBY
Stage1

Article with films here on Edutopia
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/high-possibility-class
rooms-tech-enhanced-learning-jane-hunter

Photo

https://www.edutopia.org/blog/high-possibility-classrooms-tech-enhanced-learning-jane-hunter
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/high-possibility-classrooms-tech-enhanced-learning-jane-hunter


GINA
Stage 2

Photo



For Gaby and Gina
Learning made public through 
performance
Creativity
Differentiation and negotiation
Play and fun
Extended learning time
….

Purposeful teaching
Theory driven technology practice
Creativity
Real world application 
Professional identity



NINA
Stage 3

Photo



KITTY
Stage 4 & 5

Photo



For Nina and Kitty
Praxis: QUEST and active construction
Metacognitive learning
Creativity
Community of learners
Redefining the game
….

Flexibility
Experiential learning 
Creativity
Preparation for a life of learning
Whole school culture



(Ref: Mishra & Koehler, 2006)









Who is in charge?
        … principle and practice
Getting into flow
          … letting go and giving students 
control
Two dominant discourses – empowered or at risk?



SO WHAT did the study all mean?
1. motivational exemplars

2.   response to persistent calls in the 

      literature for more case studies of practice

3.   fills a noted gap in what we know 

about technology enhanced learning from

teachers’ perspectives





https://www.highpossibilityclassrooms.com/

https://www.highpossibilityclassrooms.com/


ACTION LEARNING PROCESSES 
working in teams and co-teaching

Created integrated projects, transdisciplinary units of work, 
design challenges, design thinking, PBL





STUDY 1



STUDY 2



STUDY 3





LET’S 

WORK 

WITH OUR 

BOOKLETS

In groups:

TAKE ONE 

CONCEPTION 

AND DRILL DOWN :

What do you do already?

What is a possibility?

USE THE POST IT NOTES



TIME FOR MORNING TEA





HIGH EAL/D Context in SW Sydney
Intensive English Centre
Blogs
Movies - creating a product
Red slip
3 x 3 rule
Metalanguage of STEM
Language acquisition was a key focus
Scaffolded work
Involve the parents - especially 
for GIRLS 

KITTY

Photo





For more effective integration of 
technology into classrooms with 
high % of EAL/D learners
STEPS

1. Collaborate in a team (4 is best - you have 30 minutes)
2. Pool your ideas
3. Decide on one or perhaps a couple of ideas that would work 

together
4. What stage - what context?
5. What curriculum - where in the syllabus?
6. What will the students be doing? The teacher?
7. Why does this learning matter?
8. Create an artefact mindful of HPC conceptions 
9. Pitch it to the rest of the group - using your favourite tech app/s 

ie Kahoot/ PowerPoint/ Instagram/Tweet/PicCollage/Seesaw
Podcast using  

 

10.   Final four https://www.poll-maker.com/ …. Then the People’s Choice.

https://www.poll-maker.com/


What will EAL/D learners need in this space? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oV74Najm6Nc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oV74Najm6Nc


Questions

Thank you

Contact details

How can  TECHNOLOGY better serve the public 
interest and the public good ?

As EAL/D teachers you have a key role in that.

 FINAL
PROVOCATION





   QUESTIONS & THANK YOU

 Email : jane.hunter@uts.edu.au
  
  Twitter : @janehunter01  - 
   *Feel free to pass on but always please attribute to the author and the workshop. 

mailto:jane.hunter@uts.edu

